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ON THE GROWTH OF MEROMORPHIC

FUNCTIONS OF INFINITE ORDER

KI-Ho KWON

1. Introduction.

Let fez) be meromorphic in the complex plane. We will use freely
the standard notations of Nevanlinna theory, including

T(r,j), mer, j), N(r, I), logM(r, I), .. , .

In addition, we define m2(r,j) and m;(r,j), 1 < p < 00, by

and

m;(r, I) = [2~121r

(Iog+ If(rei6)lfdOf/P.

For E C [1,(0), define the logarithmic measure of E by

m,CE) = f dt.lE t

The upper and lower logarithmic density of E are defined by

I d E -li m,CE n [1, r])og ens = mr _ oo I
ogr

and

I d E _l:~ m,(En[l,r])
og ens - AUYr_oo Iogr

We denote the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic by
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(1.1)

(1.2)

"., ( f) -lr
A(t, f) dt

.LO r, - t '
o

where A(t, f) is the average number of solutions of fez) = ain Izl $ t
as a varies over the Riemann sphere.

It has long been of interest to compare the sizes of T(r, f) and
logM(r,f) for entire functions. In 1932 R.E.A.C. Paley conjectured
that an entire function f( z) of order A satisfies

lim logM(r,f) < {Bi:~~' A $ !'
-r-oo T(r, f) - 1rA, A> i.

This conjecture was proved by Valiron [13] and Wahlund [14] for A < i
in 1935. The first complete PIVof Wa.s given by Govorov [6] in 1969.
Petrenko [10] has established that the inequality (1.1) remains valid if
the order Ais replaced by the lower order Jl and fez) is assumed to be
meromorphic.

The situation is quite different for entire functions of infinite order.
In fact, for such functions

T(r,f) = o(log M(r, f), r -+ 00,

is possible. An upper bound for logM(r,f) in terms of T(r,f) was
obtained by Shimizu [12] in 1929 when he showed that for each number
k> 1 and each function fez)

1:_ logM(r, f)
~r"",ooT(r,f)[1ogT(r,f)]1:= O.

We also know that the relation (1.2) is not always valid for k = 1 [7,
p.83]. In 1990, C.J. Dai, D. Drasin and B.Q. Li [5] improved (1.2) as
follows.

THEOREM A. Let fez) be allollconstant meromorphic functioll and
let <p(:c) be a positive increasing functioll defined OIl [0, 00) with

(1.3) f oo d:c
<p(:c) < +00.
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Then there exists a set E of logarithmic density 1 such that

(4) lim logM(r, I) =0.
1. r-OOrEE T( r, I)cp(log T( r, I)) log cp(log T(r, I))

H f is entire, then (1.4) can be improved to

(15) lim logM(r,f) =0.
. r-oorEET(r,l)cp(logT(r,I))

We note that Shimizu's result is a special case of (1.5), obtained by
choosing

cp(x) = xl: , k > 1.

Related results can be found in papers by C.T. Chuang [4], 1.1. Marchen
ko and A.I. Shcherba [8J, W. Bergweiler [2J, and A.I. Shcherba [l1J. In
[4] and [8J, the density of the sets involved is not discussed. W. Berg
weiler considers only entire functions, but obtains precise comparisons
between log M (r, I) and the increasing function A(r, I) = rT~(r,J) ,
where To(r, I) is the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic, and (1.5) can be
obtained from [2J in a routine manner. A.I. Shcherba [11] also con
siders only entire functions, but he obtains a precise result which can
be interpreted in the form of (1.5), with an exceptional set of finite
logarithmic measure.

1.1. Marchenko and A.I. Shcherba [8] and later Dai, Drasin and Li [5]
show that the relation (1.5) is in some sense best possible by obtaining
a result equivalent to the following theorem.

THEOREM B. Let t/J(x) be a twice continuously differentiable non
decreasing positive convex function on the set {x : x ;::: O} such that

(1.6) lim xt/J'(x) = 1
%-00 t/J(x)

and

f oo dt
(1.7) t/J(t) =00.

Then there exists an entire function fez) such that

lim log M(r, f)
r-oo T(r, I)t/J(log T(r, I)) = 00.

Our goal in this paper is to obtain Theorem 1, a result for m2(r, I),
analogous to Theorem A obtained for log M(r, I).
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THEOREM 1. Let fez) be a nonconstant meromorphic function in
the plane and let rp(x) be a positive increasing function on [0,00) sat
isfying (1.3). Then there exists a set F with :finite logarithmic measure
such that

(1.8) li
m2(r, f)

m 1 =0.
r-OOr~FT(r, f)[rp(log T(r, f»]'J

(1.9)

This theorem is easily proved by using the following lemma by J.
Miles and D. Shea [9].

LEMMA C. Let f be meromorphic in Izl $ R, with f(O) = 1. Then,
forO<r<R,

m2(r,f) $ {1 + A/Vlog(R/r)}T(R,f),

where A = 800g 2.

The conclusion of Theorem 1 is shown to be quite precise in Theorem
2.

THEOREM 2. Let .(fi(x) be a positive increasing continuously differ
entiable function on (0,00) satisfying (1.6) and (1.7). Then there exists
an entire function fez) such that

lim . r:t(r,!) -1 = +00.

r-oo T(r,f)[t/J(logT(r, f»]T

forI <p < 00.

This is analogous to Theorem B. While our result applies to all p,
1 < p < 00, of particular interest is the case p = 2, which shows the
sharpness of Theorem 1.

Our method of construction closely parallels that in [5]. We consider
a positive function 8(x) on (-00,00), obtained from the given function
t/J(x) by solving a certain differential equation (see (3.4) and (3.6».
Let n be the strip-like region bounded above by y = 6(;) and below

by y = - 6~). Let w(z) =u(z) + iv(z) be a conformal mapping from
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n onto the standard strip {z = x + iy : Iyl < 1r/2} chosen in such a
way that w(z) --+ +00 as x --+ +00. Then for z = x + iy E n,

l
z dt

u(z) = A+ ° (J(t) + 0(1)

and
1rY

v(z) = (J(x) +0(1)

as x --+ +00, by a lemma of Warschawski (Lemma D). We define a
subharmonic function F(z) on the plane as the real part of exp(w(z»
in n and 0 outside n, and note that F(z) is large in n and bounded
outside n. By an approximation method of Al-Katifi [1] we then obtain
an entire function f such that log If(z)1 '" F(z) for sufficiently large
Izl. Finally we show that the width of the region n is such that not
only can sharp lower bounds for log M(r, f) be obtained as in [8], but
also sharp lower bounds for mt(r, f) as well.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.

We begin with the following lemma, which goes back essentially to
Borel [3].

LEMMA 3. Let T(r) be a positive increasing continuous function
on [1,00) and let ~(x) be a positive increasing continuous function on
[0,00) satisfying (1.3). Then

r
F = {r ~ 1 : T(r + ~(logT(r») ~ 2T(r)}

is of finite logarithmic measure.

Proof. Certainly we may presume that X(r) is unbounded. Choose
ro > 1 with T(ro) > e, and consider the set Fo C [ro, 00) consisting of
all r ~ ro such that

(2.1)
r

T(r + ~(logT(r») ~ 2T(r).
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Let rl denote the least value of rE [ro, (0) satisfying (2.1) and write
r~ = rl + rl/<,O(logT(rl». After ri, r~(i = 1,2,··· ,n -1) have been
defined, let r n be the least value r E [r~_l' (0) which satisfies (2.1) and
let r~ = rn + rn/<,O(logT(rn». Then

00

(2.2) Fo C U[rn' r~],
n=l

(2.3) ro ~ rl < ri ~ r2 < r~ ~ ... ,

(2.4) T(rn) ~ T(r~_l) ~ 2T(rn_l) ~ .•• ~ 2n - 1,

since ri E Fo• Hence by (1.3), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), we have

i dr 00 r'
-~Llog....!!.

Fo r n=l rn

00 1 00 1
= Llog(1+ )<L~~~

n=l <,O(logT(rn» - n=l <,O(logT(rn»
2 1 00 1

~ ~ <,O(logT(rn»+~ <,O«n -1)log2)

2 1 1 100 dx<" _ +-- -_-<00.
- ~ rp(logT(rn» log2 log2 rp(x)

Thus the proof of Lemma 3 is complete.

It is easy to show that there exists a positive increasing continuous
function <,O(x) on [0,(0) satisfying (1.3) and

(2.5) 1im <,O(x) =o.
z ....oo rp(x)
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Applying Lemma 3 to T(r,1) ad ~(x), we obtain a set F of finite
logarithmic measure such that if r ,. F and

R=r(1 + ~(IOg~(r,I)),
then

(2.6) T(R, j) < 2T(r, I).

Since
1

(
--+ 0, r --+ 00,

~(logT r,l)

we have for all large r that

(2.7)
R 1

log -; > -2ep--(-log-T-(-r,-j-)r
Using Lemma C, we deduce from (2.6) and (2.7) for aJl large r l/. F
that

m2(r, I) ~ (1 + v'2A[~(logT(r,I)]i)2T(r,f).

It follows at once that

li m2(r, I) < 2V2A
IIlr....oorEF T(r,f)[~(logT(r,j»]i - ,

and (1.8) holds by (2.5).

3. Proof of Theorem 2.

We first show that there is a function ?/J(x) on (0,00) satisfying (1.6),
(1.7), and

(3.1)

We let

.$(x) = o(?/J(x», x --+ +00.

- lZ dt?/J(x) = (?/J(x) + x) "'=---
o ?/J(t) + t
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It is elementary that
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100 elt
o {J(t) + t = +00,

and (3.1) follows. We claim that t/J(x) satisfies all the hypotheses of
Theorem 2. In fact, it is easy to show that t/J(x) is a positive increasing
continuously differentiable function on (0,00). By substituting

we have

Since

l
z dt

t/J'(x) = (tP'(x) +1) _ +1,
o t/J(t) + t

we have

x"p'(x) xtP'(x) +x x
t/J(x) = tP + x + (tP(x) + x) foz tP(~:+t·

Observe that as x ---+ +00,

x
- Z dt --+ 0

(t/J(x) + x) fo ~(t)+t

and
- zt'(z)

X!'(x) + x = 1 + tP(z) ---+ 1.
t/J(x) + x 1+ ~(z)

Therefore
x"p'(x) 1

t/J(x) --+ , x ---+ 00.

Thus t/J does indeed satisfy (1.6), (1.7), and (3.1). Hence our claim is
proved.
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It follows immediately from (1.6) for all large x that

(3.2)

and

(3.3) xfo :5 .p(x) :5 xt!.

Hence we may assume that .p(x) satisfies the inequalities (3.2) and
(3.3) for all x ~ o. With.p as above, consider the differential equation

(3.4)
d.s 1I".p(2s)
-d = ,r > 1, s(l) = 1.

r r

We know that there exists a solution s = s(r) of (3.4) on r ~ 1 such
that s is strictly increasing and s(r) --+ 00 as r --+ 00 by (1.7). By
the left inequality of (3.3) and by (3.4) we have that

r

and

_dr = d.s < ds <~
1I".p(2s) ~ 1I"(2s)-& - 5s-& '

r> 1,

s(l) = 1.

Integrating each side, we obtain that

log r :5 2s1\ , r > 1.

Thus

(3.5) s = s(r) ~ 2-10(logr)lO, r> l.

Now set

(3.6)
dr r

B(r) = 11" ds = .p(2s) , r> 1,

and let

(3.7) B(r) =B(l), -00 < r :5 l.

Then B(r) has the following properties.
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LEMMA 4. With the above notation, we have

(a) e'er) -+ 0, r -+ +00,

and

(b) 1+00 B'(r)2
1 B(r) dr < +00.

Proof. We get from (3.4) and (3.6) that

B'(r) = .,p(2s)-2{.,p(2s) _ r.,p'(2s)d~s)}

(3.8) = .,p(2s)-2{.,p(2s) _ r.,p'(2s) 211".,p(2s)}
r

= .,p{2s)-1{1- 211".,p'{2s)}.

Thus (a) of Lemma 4 follows from (1.6), (3.3), and (3.8). We next have

(3.9)
B'{r)2-- = .,p(2s)-2{1 - 411".,p'(2s) +4i2(.,p'{2s)?}r-1.,p(2s)
B(r)

< 1 +411"2.,p{2s)(.,p'{2s)2.
- r.,p(2s) r .,p(2s)

Furthermore we obtain from (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5) that

1
00 dr 100 dr . 100 dr 9100

dr--:--::--:- = < ..L < 2 9 < 00,
1 r.,p(2s) 1 r.,p(2s(r» - 1 r(2s(r»10 - 1 r(logr)

and

100 .,p(2s) (.,p'(2S»2dr < 100 (2s(r»"it ( 11 )2dr
1 r .,p{2s) - 1 r 20s{r)

100 dr
< ..L < 00.
- 1 rs(r) 10

This proves (b) of Lemma 4 by (3.9).

We now need the following lemma of S.E. Warschawski [15, p.296
and p.323].
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LEMMA D. Let ~l(X) > ~2(X) be real-valued differentiable func
tions on (-00,00) such that

and

100 [~Hx)]2 .
%0 ~l(X) - ~2(X)dx < +00, &= 1,2.

Suppose that nis the strip domain defined by

n= {z = x +iy: ~2(X) < Y < ~l(X)},

and that w(z) = u(z)+iv(z) maps nconformaIly onto the strip Iyl < f
in such a manner that

fun w(z) = +00.
%-+00

Then
(a) there exists a constant Xsuch that for z = x + iy E n,

uniformly with respect to Yi
(b) uniformly for zEn,

as x --+ +00,

_( ) y - ~o(x)
v z = 1r ~l(X) _ <P2(X) +0(1),

where ~o(x) = i(~l(X) + ~2(X».

Now let us consider the strip domains

as x --+ +00,

(3.10) n = {z = x + iy : Iyl < (J~)}
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and
D = {w = u+ iv: Ivl < ~}.

2

Let w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) be the conformal mapping of ° onto D such
that

and

w(i 8(O)) = i~ w(_i 8(O)) = -i~.
2 2' 2 2

In view of Lemma 4, we may apply Lemma D with the choices 4Jl (x) =
8(x)/2 and 4J2(X) = -8(x)/2 to obtain the following facts about the
mapping w(z).

FACT 1. There exists a constant .x such that for z = x + iy E 0,

(3.11)
(Z dt

u(z) = .x + 1r 10 8(t) +0(1), as x --+ +00,

uniformly with respect to Yi

FACT 2. Uniformly for z = x + iy E 0,

(3.12)
1rY

v(z) = 8(x) + 0(1), as x --+ +00.

We also need the following approximation theorem of W. AI-Katifi
[1, Theorem 2.1l.

THEOREM E. Let Cl and C2 be two Jordan arcs going from z = 0
to z = 00 and intersecting at no other point, and let Cl and C2 nave
continuously turning tangents except at isolated points. Suppose that
the arc length of the pair Cl and C2 inside any circle of radius R is
less than K1R for some constant KI, that T is one of the two plane
domains complementaJY to Cl U C2 , and that ( = ((z) maps Tone
to-one and conforma1ly onto the right half-plane in such a way that
z = 00 and ( = 00 correspond. Consider the subharmonic function

/
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F(z) = {Re[((Z»), z E T,
0, z ft T.

Then there exists an entire function Rz) such that for all sufBciently
large Izl,

IlogIRz)I-F(z)1 < K 2 [loglzl +log+ .J-),
6(z)

where 6(z) = dist(z, Cl U C2 ), and K 2 is a constant depending on Cl
and C2 •

FACT 3. Theorem E remains valid if we replace the domain T by
the strip domain n (see (3.10».

To prove Fact 3, we only have to replace Cl and C2 in the proof of
Theorem E in [1) by the two boundary curves of n.

Consider the function F(z) on the plane given by

F(z) = { (exp(u(z» cos v(z), zEn,
0, z ft n.

Then we deduce from Theorem E and Fact 3 that there exists an entire
function f( z) such that for sufficiently large r

(3.13)
1Ilog If(z)l- F(z)1 < K(logr + log+ 6(z)'

where Izl = r, c5(z) = dist(z, an), and K is a constant which depends
only on n.

Recall from Lemma 4(a) that 8'(r) -+ 0 and from (3.6) that 8(r)jr
-+ 0 as r -+ 00. Hence we can choose a number ro 2: 10 so large
that

(3.14)
ro

8(r) < 10' r 5 ro,
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and

(3.15)
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IB'(r)\ < 11
0
,r > rO.

IT r ;::: 2ro, then Izl = r cannot intersect an at any point in the first
quadrant with real part less than ro by (3.14). The combination of
(3.15) with the Mean Value Theorem then shows Izl = r meets an
at a unique point of the first quadrant, which we denote by reiho{r) ,

0< hoer) < i. Note for r ;::: 2ro that

nn {z : Izl = rand Re(z) > O} = {reih
: Ihl :5 hoer)}.

Hwe let
rl = rcosho(r),

it is immediate from the fact that reiho{r) E an that rl --+ 00 as
r --+ 00. Since

hoer) = tan-l B(rl) ,
2rl

we conclude hoer) --+ 0 as r --+ 00. For rl = rcosho(r) :5 t :5 r, we
ha~

IB(r) - B(t)\ :5[r IB'(u)\du :5 (r - rl) r~~r IB'(u)1

= 0(r(ho(r))2) = o(r(B(rl »2) = o(..!:..B(rl»
r rl

=o(B(rl»' r --+ 00.

We conclude for r cos hoer) :5 t :5 r that

(3.16)

and

(3.17)

B(t) = (1 + o(l»B(r), r --+ 00,

hoer) = (1 +0(1» B
2
(rd = (1 +0(1» B(r) , r --+ 00.
rl 2r
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We shall need the second geometric property of n. For large r, let
S; be the union of the two sectors with common vertex at reiho(r)

defined by

S: = {z : Itan(arg(z - reiho(r»)1 < 11
0

}·

Let S;: be the reflection of S; in the real axis, and let Sr = S: u S;: .
Notice for large r by (3.15) that the entire boudary of n in the right
half plane lies in Sr. For z E C, let

Ol(Z) = dist(z,aSr ),

02(Z) = dist(z, an n {lzl = r}).

For Re(z) > 0 and r = Izllarge, it is clear that

For Re(z) < 0 and Iz I large, it is also trivial that

Therefore we have by [7, Lemma 2.2] for large r that

(3.18)

Now let z = reih E n. Suppose that r cos h ~ f ~ r and

8(r) = min{8(t) : r cos h ~ t ~ r}.
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Then we obtain from (3.11) and (3.17) that
(3.19)

l
r dt

lu(z) - u(r)1 = 1r B( ) +0(1)
rC08k t

;5 1r(r - r cos h) B(~) + 0(1) 5: 1rrh2B(~) + 0(1)

5: (1r +40(1» (~)(8~)?(Brf» +0(1)

(1r + 0(1) tJ1(2s(f»
5: 4cosh {(tJ1(2s(r»)21 +0(1) = 0(1), r -+ 00.

On the other hand, we have from (3.12) and (3.16) that

(3.20)

1rr sin h r Cos h
Iv(z)1 = 18(r cos h) +0(1)1 = 1r1 tan hi 8(r cos h) +0(1)

'= (1r+0(1»~~~+0(1), r -+ 00.

Recall that dsfdr = 1rfB(r). Hence we conclude from (3.11) that
there exists a constant I such that for z = x + iy E {l,

(3.21) u(z) = 1+ sex) + 0(1) as x -+ +00,

uniformly with respect to y. Hence by (3.3), (3.6), (3.13), (3.17), (3.18),
(3.19), and (3.21) we obtain that, with z = reit ,

(3.22) T(r,f) 5: 2~127C

[F(z)]+dt + Klogr + 0(1)

5: (21 + 0(1» 8(r) e1l(r) , r -+ 00.
1r r

Now let z = reik with

(3.23)
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Then zEn for all large r and so, by (3.19) and (3.20),

(3.24)

F(z) = eU(z) OO8v(z) ~ eU(z) OO8[(1r + 0(1)) Ihlr + 0(1)]
- 6(r)

~e(u(r)+o(l» OO8(i + 0(1))

~ (~- o(l))eu(r), r -+ 00.

Furthermore, since

1
6(z) ~ ('6 - 0(1))6(r), r -+ 00,

by (3.10), (3.16), and (3.23), we obtain from (3.3), (3.6), and (3.21)
that

+ 1 + 1
log 6(z) ~ log(6 + 0(1)) + log 6(r)

= log+ t/J(2s(r)) + 0(1)
r

= o(e·(r») = o(eu(r»), r -+ 00.

Hence we conclude from (3.5), (3.13), (3.21), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25)
that if z = reih

, Ihl ~ 6(r)/3r, then

loglf(reih)1 ~ (~- o(l))eu (r), r -+ 00.

Thus we have

1

(3.26) m;(r,f) ~ (:~:)p (~- o(l))eU (r), r -+ 00.

We also obtain from (3.21) and (3.22) that

(3.27)
t/J(logT(r,f)) ~ t/J(u(r) +0(1))

=t/J(l + s(r) +0(1)) ~ 1/J(2s), r -+ 00,
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since 'I/J(x) is increasing. Hence we deduce from (3.6), (3.22), (3.26),
and (3.27) that

(3.28)

Hence (1.9) follows at once from (3.1) and (3.28) and the proof of
Theorem 2 is complete.
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